
Analysing Modern Cars and their Security
Contact Person: martin.strohmeier@armasuisse.ch

As cars become ever more interconnected, their cyber security has naturally come under
scrutiny [1]. The CYD Campus is thus looking for students to analyze various security and
privacy aspects of real cars in our Campus in Thun.

*** Please note that the in-person participation at our CYD Car Hackathon in Thun
from 11-15 October 2021 is mandatory for these projects! *** This ensures that the
students receive state-of-the-art instruction and can connect with the advisors and experts
on this topic. We will provide more information when you contact us.

We offer the opportunity to examine modern cars closely and research the following areas,
which will be defined more closely in collaboration with the student:

1. Privacy leakage: Cars leak data through a number of wireless technologies, from
tyre pressure to telematics and phone network connections, which can allow different
actors to track a car and its passengers. Quantifying and mitigating such leaks is a
key requirement for increased privacy when being mobile.

2. Electric charging: Some charging systems for electric vehicles have previously
been shown to be leaking information to a non-connected bystander [2]. This task
would look at different charging systems and compare their security requirements
and resilience against passive and active attacks at scale.

3. Embedded systems: The CAN bus provides access to a car’s inner components.
This allows the systematic analysis of their hardware and software, finding potential
security flaws and building defenses such as intrusion detection systems.

4. Adversarial attacks on sensors and ML systems: Previous work such as [3] has
shown the real-world viability of ephemeral adversarial attacks on machine learning
systems used by cars for the detection of traffic signs and other crucial objects.This
work would explore this aspect further, in particular in an institutional context.

Required Skills:
- General programming and security knowledge (e.g., Python and/or lower-level

languages)
- Wireless aspects: Good knowledge of software-defined radio hardware
- CAN Bus: Knowledge of embedded system programming / networks

Goals:
- Security analysis of different connectivity areas in modern cars
- Analysis of mitigation measures
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